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All-event and
single-event tickets
on sale now!

Rehearsals (most Mondays) at 7 p.m.:

Group rates at
Marriott Hotel
must be booked
by Sept 17

CHRISTMAS IS COMING!

Show ticket and program advertising
sales blitz starts in October!
Why wait?! Start now!

September 21, 28
October 5, 12, 19, 26

Terrace Palms Community Church
9620 Davis Road, Tampa, FL 33637

Click for Directions

www.HeraldsofHarmony.org
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HoH CALENDAR OF EVENTS
2015

September 2015

District and Society Events
October 9-11, 2015
2015 Fall Convention

SEPTEMBER
19
The Super Show at The Villages Performance
21
Rehearsal
28
Rehearsal
OCTOBER
2
Air Force Ball Performance
5
Rehearsal
8
Board Meeting
9-10 Fall Convention/Orlando
10
Newsletter Deadline
12
Rehearsal
19
Rehearsal
26
Rehearsal

See you there!

ORLANDO AIRPORT MARRIOTT
Need info? Visit...
http://sunshinedistrict.org/events/conventions/

NOVEMBER
2
Rehearsal
9
Rehearsal
10
Newsletter Deadline
12
Board Meeting
16
Rehearsal
23
Rehearsal
29
St. Paul United Methodist Church Performance
30
Rehearsal
DECEMBER
7
Rehearsal
10
Board Meeting
10
Newsletter Deadline
12
Christmas Shows at USF
14
Rehearsal
16
Christmas Show at The Palladium Theater
20
Jacksonville Christmas Show
And Beyond...
See the President’s Report on Page 3

January 26 - 31, 2016
Peppermill Resort
4 Star/Diamond Luxury Hotel
All events under one roof!
http://www.barbershopconvention.com/reno

NASHVILLE

International Convention
July 3-10, 2016
Call for more information • 800-595-4849

The Tampa HERALD

From the President
by Dave Roberts, Tenor

I know that in
everyone’s life there is
need to plan. Whether
for a vacation, an
addition to the house,
or just how you plan
to spend next week,
you will have some
form of a plan. No
doubt a vacation
and an addition to
a house would be
something formal or, at
a minimum, a written plan. There are so many good
things that come from a well-executed plan, but too
numerous to list here.
The development of the 2016 Heralds of
Harmony Management Plan has begun and the
management process for developing this plan
follows.
Beginning this month (September), the nomination
of members for the 2016 Board of Directors will be
selected and they will have the responsibility of
developing the 2016 Plan. This process will begin
September 21 and will conclude with an election
at the Annual Chapter Meeting on October 5. This
election establishes the 2016 Board.
Developed first are the assumptions. We work
very hard to develop and prepare for the events in
which our Chapter will be involved during 2016. In
my previous reports, you have seen these events
evolve and are reflected in my report each month.
It will be Tony’s responsibility as Music Director
to guide us in what we should expect within our
Music Program and will be the responsibility of
Membership and Financial Development Teams to
establish objectives in meeting the needs of the
Music Program.
On October 24, the current 2015 Board and the new
2016 Board will meet for an entire day discussing
how we can meet our objectives and accomplish
our goals in 2016. This will be an open meeting to
all members who would like to attend. (Please advise
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our Chapter Secretary, Brian Wunderlin, if you plan to
attend.) The major work will involve discussions on
how we will manage our Music, Membership, and
Money. Music is our product, membership equals
the personnel and singers we need, and money is
the fuel for the other two.
The month of November will be used by the 2016
Board members to develop their individual plans.
Then in December, these plans will be merged and
an estimated cost developed for the total of the
plans. This estimated cost becomes the input for
the Chapter Treasurer to develop the 2016 budget.
The Treasurer’s proposed budget will be presented
for approval during the first Board Meeting in 2016
which is scheduled for January 14. All tasks for
the plan will be entered into the 2016 Heralds of
Harmony Management Plan which is stored on the
website.
2015
Sep 19
Oct 2
Oct 9
		
Nov 29
Dec 12
Dec 16
Dec 20

- Barbershop Extravaganza at The Villages
- US Air Force Ball
- Fall Convention in Orlando
(not competing)
- St. Paul United Methodist Church
- Christmas Shows at USF
- Christmas Show at the Palladium
- Christmas Show in Jacksonville

2016
Jan 17 - Installation Banquet at the Palladium
Feb 21 - Heralds with the Toast of Tampa,
The Villages
Mar 6 - Heralds with the Toast of Tampa, Dunedin
Mar 13 - Heralds w/Toast of Tampa - Lakeland 		
		
(Tentative)
Apr 30 - Spring Convention in Orlando
		
(sing away trophy with Big O)
Jun 11 - Annual Shows at USF
Jun 12 - Annual Show at the Palladium
Jul 3
- International Convention in Nashville
		
(not competing)
Oct 8 - Fall Convention in Orlando
		
(International Prelims)
Dec 10 - Christmas Shows at USF
Dec 14 - Christmas Show at the Palladium 		
		
(tentative)

The Tampa HERALD
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Details for the Super
Show!
by Charlie Nelson, Inter-Chorus Liaison (Baritone)

We are all prepped for a VERY exciting show
in The Villages (Lady Lake) on Saturday,
September 19. Be prepared for a lot of people
and a lot of fun. Both shows are selling well,
and we will be performing with three full
choruses and two quartets, so come prepared
to be patient and flexible.
Arrival Time: Please plan on arriving no later
than 10 a.m. Saturday morning at the North
Lake Presbyterian Church, 975 Rolling Acres
Drive, Lady Lake, FL. From downtown Tampa,
this is about a two-hour trip. The first show is at
2 p.m. The second show is at 6 p.m.
Plan to be on the risers by 10:30 a.m. for
warm-ups and final staging/rehearsal for the
combined choruses. The church looks pretty
easy to find on Mapquest. It’s just one block
East of US 25/27 in Lady Lake on Griffin Avenue.
Parking will be at the church, but as a courtesy
to our patrons, park as far away from the main
entrance as possible. Watch for updates on
parking information and watch for Heart of
Song Set: As you probably are aware, we will perform
Florida Chorus members that will direct you to parking.
the following set:
• “Eyes Medley”
Uniform: We will be wearing the same uniform as
• “If There’s Anybody Here From Out of Town”
we did in Pittsburgh: Black tux pants, black tux shoes,
• “Believe”
black socks, white pleated shirt, black vest, white tie
• “Slow Boat to China”
and bling that we used in Pittsburgh. If you do not
• “Smile”
have your uniform, please contact Matt Crisostomo
• “Tonight” (combo chorus with AVP)
at the following email address: musicbringslife2013@
• “When You Believe” (Combo Chorus with AVP)
outlook.com. There will be changing rooms available,
• “God Bless the USA” (Combo Chorus: HOH, AVP
so no need to arrive dressed for the show.
and HOF)
Food: Please bring a lunch or snack with you for
Optional Hotel Information: Our friends in
eating BEFORE our first show at 2 p.m. We will give
Jacksonville have made arrangements with a nearby
you time to change and eat. Dinner will be served
hotel for a reduced rate hotel stay. If you choose that
from Chick-fil-A between shows for all performers.
option, please contact the Comfort Suite Hotel in Lady
Lake at 352-259-6578 and mention the Super Show
rate per Fran Donohoe.
Questions, email: ccnandlfn@gmail.com

The Tampa HERALD
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Super Talent at the Super Show!
The Heart of Florida Chorus is directed by the
Barbershop Harmony Society’s renowned Scott
Werner. Scott has an interesting barbershop
background. Shortly after joining the Alexandria
Harmonizers, Scott gained national recognition at
the Mid-Atlantic District Championship in 1968 as
the Lead in the Nova Chords Quartet, and qualified
for international competition every year from 19671978 medaling in 1976 (3rd) and 1978 (5th).
Scott was Lead in the quartet, Vaudeville, that
became Mid-Atlantic District Champions in 1981,
its first appearance in a District contest. The quartet
qualified for international competition every year
from 1981-1989, winning medals in 1982 (5th),
1983-84 (3rd), 1985 (2nd), and 1986 (3rd). Another
highlight for Scott, Vaudeville sang the opening
into the Harmonizers set on national TV (CBS) at
the Kennedy Center Honor Program in tribute to
Perry Como with President Reagan in the audience.
Scott also sang with Reminisce, winning the MidAtlantic District and International Seniors Quartet
Championships in 1995.
Scott served as Musical Director of the Alexandria
Harmonizers for over 25 years. In 1977, he took the
Chorus to its first District championship, and in
1978 won the 4th place medal at the International
Contest. In all, Scott led the Alexandria Harmonizers
to twelve District titles. This includes five Bronze
Medals (1978, 1993-94, 2001-02), three Silver Medals
(1979-80 and 1992), and four Gold Medals (1986,
1989, 1995, 1998).
Scott is one of two chorus directors in the history of
the Society to win Society quartet (Reminisce) and
chorus championships in the same year (1995). Jim
Henry, Director of the Ambassadors of Harmony and
Bass of Crossroads is the other (2009).
Scott and his wife, Linda, moved to The Villages,
Florida, in 2002. Scott became director of the “Heart
of Florida” in 2003.
~~~~~~~~~~~
The Atlanta Vocal Project Chorus is directed by
another Barbershop Harmony Society well-

known musician and arranger, Clay Hine. A native
Chicagoan, Clay joined the Society at the age of 14
singing under the direction of his Dad in Detroit.
After moving back to Chicago, he sang with the West
Towns Chorus”winning two Silver Medals (198586). As a teenager, he arranged for his first quartet,
Debut, and his Dad’s quartet, The Four Henchmen.
After college and a move to Atlanta, Clay began
arranging for the newly chartered the Big Chicken
Chorus and his first post-college quartet, Atlanta
Forum (1987 Dixie District Champs).
Clay’s early arrangements were for the purpose of
helping Atlanta area and Dixie District quartets and
choruses, but soon had requests nationwide from
international competing choruses and quartets. Clay
has arranged music for Keepsake, Platinum, FRED,
Four Voices, Riptide, Backbeat, Marquis, Nightlife,
BSQ, Max Q, Bank Street, State Line Grocery,
Overture, Sound Standard, Svelte Brothers, and
many other internationally renowned groups. Clay’s
arrangement of “Cuddle Up a Little Closer,” as sung
by Platinum at the 2000 International Competition,
remains the highest scoring quartet performance in
the history of the Barbershop Harmony Society.
Clay had many years of piano as a child, and he is a
self-taught arranger. Clay directed the Big Chicken
Chorus from 1989-2004, finishing as high as third
place internationally and has directed the Atlanta
Vocal Project since 2005. He has arranged over 300
songs in various styles and is currently a Music judge
for the Barbershop Harmony Society.
Since 1991, Clay has been a member of FRED,
winning the International Quartet Competition
in Anaheim, California, (1999) and has had the
opportunity to sing in all 50 states and 15 countries.
In 2010, Clay began singing with A Mighty Wind,
finishing in the top five quartets internationally
every year they have competed.
Clay is married to Becki, Director of the Song of
Atlanta Sweet Adelines Chorus and a certified
Showmanship judge in Sweet Adelines International.
~~~~~~~~~~~
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OH WHAT A
NIGHT!

The Chorus and Guests take direction from Drew Kirkman

Guests

Brian Wunderlin with his parents, Bill
& Joan Wunderlin

Jester w/Danny Wunderlin

We had a very exciting Guest
Night with an overwhelming
number of very good singers.
15 guests were introduced and
we entertained them with a
rousing rendition of “Tonight,
Tonight.” These guys are the kind
of singers that will raise the bar
to make us better and better!
Guests

John Halteman brings his son,
Josh, to rehearsal every week

Angel, Kaye McCarthy

The Garvin Brothers, Greg and Terry

The Tampa HERALD
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HoH Financial Development Report
by Paul Stiles, Vice President Financial Development (Baritone)

A grant proposal has been submitted to the Arts
Council of Hillsborough County. The Panel Review
will be conducted on September 18 and I plan to
attend.
Our State Division of Cultural Affairs grant proposal
that was submitted earlier in the summer has been
reviewed. There were 31 proposals reviewed and
scored on a 100-point scale. Scores ranged from
81.3 to 95.6 and our HoH proposal received a 91.6.

Interestingly, our application is ranked 9th out of the
31 reviewed! The next step is that all the applications
are ranked in priority based on score and submitted
to the Secretary of State for approval. Based on how
much the Legislature allocates to the grant program,
we could get the full amount, a reduced amount,
or nothing if the Legislature cuts the program
significantly.
Stay tuned for results.

Joe De Rosa
Award of Excellence
presented to

MIKE CROSS
August 24, 2015
Mike Cross accepts Joe De Rosa Award of Excellence
from Heralds of Harmony President Dave Roberts

District News by Local Dudes
Have you read the most recent issue of the Sunburst? Many of our home Chorus guys have articles in there. Read ‘em!
http://sunshinedistrict.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/Sunburst-July-Sept-2015.pdf

The Tampa HERALD
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New Policies Subsidize
Heralds Treasury
submitted by Chuck Steiner, Vice President Music & Performance (Bass)

Budget crisis OVER!

Want To
Play A
Game?
Do you have any
photos of yourself
as a young(er)
man? The
newsletter team is
attempting to put
together a photo
contest. Send us a
photo of you from
your past and we’ll
see if anyone can
figure out which
chorus member is
pictured. Come on,
do it, it will be FUN!
Email your photo
to Rox@rox-c.com or
bring it to rehearsal
and hand it to me,
Roxanne Clapp,
Editor.

The Tampa HERALD

by Dave Roberts, President (Tenor)

Labor Day
Jamboree September 1953
Check out
the prices.

CORNER

History
Heralds of Harmony
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Enjoy a weekend of song, competition, and
fellowship!
SUNSHINE DISTRICT FALL CONVENTION
OCTOBER 9-10, 2015
Orlando Airport Marriott
7499 Augusta National Drive
Orlando, FL 32822
		
		
		

• Early Bird all-event passes are on sale NOW! (Early Bird ends Sept. 20)
• Marriott Hotel must be booked by Sept. 17 to get the group rate $109/night
• Single-event tickets are also on sale now

HoH is not competing or performing, so go
and support Equinox, your District and your brothers in song!
www.sunshinedistrict.org

Herald
THE TAMPA

MEMBERS AND
ALUMNI

YOUR HELP IS
NEEDED WITH THIS
NEWSLETTER!

Currently seeking help with
the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Newsletter Team

Current Events Info
Healthy Herald: tips or articles
Society News
District News
Photographer and Photographs
Chapter Quartet Info and Stories
HoH Family News of Interest
Fun stuff: pics, puzzles, riddles

Roxanne Clapp
Larry Clapp
Dianne Roberts
Dave Roberts
Chuck Steiner
Greg Garvin

Contact Roxanne
to join the team!
rox@rox-c.com
If one person agrees to do one item for each newsletter, it will come together in an awesome joint effort.

PUN OF THE MONTH

The guy who fell onto an upholstery machine is now fully recovered.

The Tampa HERALD

McNeil Missing His
Brothers in Song
Continuing to follow the Christmas
program uplifting his spirits
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Angel Notes
ANNIVERSARIES

by Roxanne Clapp, Editor

10/7 Linda & Jerry Tobin
10/10 Carol & Lou Wurmnest

Art McNeil will be taking a leave of absence from
the chorus due to a major lung problem. Surgeons
will determine if he is a candidate for a high-risk
surgical procedure that is only done at three
locations in America. Please keep Art and his family
in your thoughts and prayers.

BIRTHDAYS
9/29 CC Hutchinson
10/8 Carol Wurmnest
10/11 Carolyn Glasgow

Thank you Angels
and Heralds!
by Dianne Roberts

CALL FOR
NOMINATIONS
Selection of 2016
Officers is Underway
The slate will be read September 21.
If you want to submit a candidate for any office,
please do so as soon as possible. Contact Brian
Wunderlin at wunder@tampabay.rr.com.

You helped the Heralds host another great
guest night! The evening was a huge success
on all fronts with an extraordinary welcome,
camaraderie, and of course great singing,
AND our buffet! Guest Night is always fun,
informative and entertaining for everyone.
Tony and the Music Team make it so! It is
also always good to see Alumni, non-singing
members, wives and special friends join us
too!
Many, many thanks to you for help with
set-up, items for the buffet, clean-up and
wrapping up the evening! We all know
how much everyone enjoys the variety
and delicious choices you provide for an
even more impressive and warm welcome.
You are very much appreciated … and
your help always makes an difference.
Everything was terrific!! Thank you for
supporting our great Heralds of Harmony!

The Tampa HERALD
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Rehearsal Notes
HoH Members, watch your inbox for weekly
rehearsal notes sent out by Section Leaders.

Rehearsal Notes, August 17, 2015

There’s Anybody Here From Out of Town,” “From the First Hello to
the Last Goodbye,” “Smile,” “Slow Boat to China.” Also, keep reviewing
“Tonight, Tonight,”“When You Believe,” and “God Bless the USA” for the
Combined Chorus with Atlanta Vocal Project.

by Russ Powell, Tenor

Rehearsal Notes, August 24, 2015

Guest Night: We had a very exciting Guest Night with an
overwhelming number of very good singers. Steve Cragg says
he introduced 15 guests. There could actually have been more
since there was barely enough room for all the guests to fit across
the front of the Chorus while we entertained them with a rousing
rendition of “Tonight, Tonight.” These guys are the kind singers that
will raise the bar to make us better and better. Tony talked about the
Heralds culture and how we are a performing show chorus with an
ever-expanding repertoire that needs to be qualified, memorized,
choreographed, and learned at home.

Choreography: Ralph Brown and Drew Kirkman started out
rehearsal with a review of “Slow Boat to China” and “Eyes Medley”
choreography. Drew encouraged the chorus to give more effort to
raise the bar and even shared a quote from Facebook that seemed to
capture the moment. He challenged us to provide maximum effort all
the time no matter who is up front. Always give your best, no matter
what the circumstances. “You can’t change the way the wind blows,
but you can adjust your sails to continue toward your destination.”
(Drew paraphrasing somebody from somewhere.)

We are singers who blend: Tony’s comments served to remind
the Chorus that we are a hard-working organization of singers that
embraces a high level of commitment in order to continue to be
effective, contributing members. We don’t just go to competition,
but we prepare for many shows during the course of a year with
performances in many different venues with many different groups.
This, of course, involves cycling through a constantly evolving
repertoire, plus an expanding Christmas show package. He laid out
the expectation that we are a chorus of singers who don’t learn
notes and rhythms at rehearsal. During warm-ups, he reviewed the
importance of singing technique, freedom of the vocal apparatus,
proper placement and personal volume. The focus is NOT ABOUT
HOW LOUD YOU CAN SING. When you sing in the Heralds, personal
volume is the last thing you add. Your personal voice should get lost
in the blending of voices and the rushing of sound around you. The
focus is about the over-all sound production that we produce as an
ensemble.
“When You Believe:”
— During the beginning figure, make sure the top three parts are
pushing out on the sixteenth notes, then backing-off on the quarter
notes.
— During vocal backup verses, need to clarify lyric. Need to be crisper.
— Last verse, the Chorus is featured. This is where we have the
melody. It is all about the Chorus, our moment to shine. Each phrase
is a mini-phrase with breath in between with quartet response. Need
to be clean with the releases.
— Rhythm section: Recheck rhythms where the rhythms change
from cutting off short on the sixteenth note sequence to going to
the eighth notes or “and” rhythms. Start rhythm change with a quick
breath after “rain,” then hold “small” a wee bit longer, with longer “but.”
Next week: Work on “Snow,”“The Man with a Bag,”“Caroling, Caroling.”
Will hit “Snow” hard next week. Make sure you are practicing at home
on our set for September 19. Keep running over: “Eyes Medley,” “If

by Russ Powell, Tenor

Joe De Rosa Award: Congratulations to Mike Cross for being
recognized and presented the Joe De Rosa Award by President Dave
Roberts.
Shuffling the Deck: Director Tony De Rosa experimented with
quartet groupings on the risers which focused on singing to the chord
as opposed to singing in the section sound. This exciting approach
helped us to sing into the sound of the voices surrounding us as we
could actually hear the complete chord instead of a rush of sound
from our same voice part. This type of standing arrangement requires
confident singers willing to transparently adapt their individual
sound to the unique qualities of the quartet voices around them.
Tony seemed to be pleased with the improved clarity and crispness
of the overall sound of the chorus.
Left Brain/Right Brain Focus: Singer’s left-brain precision triggers
audience’s right-brained response. Rather than depending on the
many different and varied ways that singers express their feelings on
any given day as they attempt to show the emotion they are trying
to convey to the audience, Tony wants us to use a different method.
By singing the music with great left-brain precision, intonation and
technique, along with a clarified lyric, we are more likely to elicit a
right-brain emotional response from the audience. This emotional
response is probably the one intended by the composer when the
music is sung properly. The context of this concept is in reference to
singing the rhythms correctly in “When You Believe.” If the rhythms
are precise with left-brain accuracy, then this will surely evoke a rightbrain emotional response in the audience.
Director Tony De Rosa Tidbit: Vowels make the sound, consonants
make the emotion, the crispness, the syncing.
Next week: Continue working on “Snow,” B Section. “Believe” will
replace the ballad (“First Hello, Last Goodbye”) on the September 19
Super Show.
DON’T FORGET TO SIGN UP FOR SHOWS!
Get empowered. Get qualified on “When You Believe.”

The Tampa HERALD
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Rehearsal Notes, August 31, 2015
by Russ Powell, Tenor
Choreography: Ralph Brown’s great work on choreography got us
off to a strong start. Thanks to Section Leaders for working on “Snow.”
It was almost magical how that song came together so quickly. The
Board of Directors recognized Charlie Nelson as “Barbershopper of
The Month” for June, 2015. Congratulations to Charlie for helping
the Heralds get organized and ready for our exciting journey to
Pittsburgh.
Rhythms: Drew Kirkman reminded us to continue working on
“Snow” and be attentive to the different rhythms in each voice part.
Rhythms need to be strong in each section. Also, the root needs to
be emphasized any time your part is singing an Eb.
Engaging Each Song: Rehearsal was all about being engaged in
each song, making each song a performance, not just a run-through.
Rehearsal was all about remembering who we are right from the getgo. This was a team effort. Our top-ten default practice level was
filled with individual song performances. Drew was thrilled with
our performance of “Believe” and actually called it praiseworthy. He
described it as confident, good use of air, some of the tallest, forward
singing sound he has heard. We came ready to sing. We were more
invested and more willing to give our best. Drew thanked the Heralds
for the excellent preparation and for showing and remembering who
we are and what we represent.
Next Rehearsal: Wednesday, September 9, 2015. No rehearsal on
Labor Day! Thanks for qualifications on “When You Believe.” Now is
the time to send recordings for “Snow” and begin work on “Man With
a Bag.” Remember to sign up for performances on September 19 and
October 2, 2015.

Rehearsal Notes, September 9, 2015
by Russ Powell, Tenor
Good Sounds: Tony De Rosa is back and he is pleased with our sound.
We came ready to sing and Tony liked what he heard. Good sounds.
“Mighty fine singing!” Always good to get encouraging praise from
the Director. Drew Kirkman conducted the choreography review
of “Eyes Medley” and “Slow Boat to China.” Drew reminds us to do
stuff (Presentate) in between moves. Lots of shows and gigs coming
up that will keep us busy learning new music. Check the chorus
schedule and mark your attendance. One rehearsal remaining for
the September 19, 2015, show.
As a sign of growth in our Chorus, we are making a more consistent
overall sound, regardless of the combination of singers that
assemble on the risers on any given rehearsal night. We are using
better technique by singing with a more relaxed throat, resulting in
improved vocal freedom. A good example is the lifted production on
the tag of “Tonight, Tonight.” Good unit sound. Tony was not hearing
individual voices sticking out. Each singer was plugging themselves
into the unit rather than singing as individuals. Although there were
only 30 singers on the risers, the resulting expanded sound made it
sound like there was a much larger chorus, particularly on the tag of
“Tonight, Tonight.”

September 2015

Director Tony De Rosa Tidbit: Chorus needs to drive the ship on
“When You Believe.” Trust the tonality of the chorus. The chorus
provides the tonal center groove for the quartets.
Powerful Harmony Parts: The harmony parts are necessary to get
the message across. Harmony parts emphasize the emotion and help
people to actually feel the emotion. Tony compared the harmony
parts to orchestral instrumentation. Harmony parts frequently
imitate instruments in an orchestra (French horn). Different musical
layers going on simultaneously with the melody, provides emotional
emphasis and contributes to the over-all feel of the song. In order
to be effective, however, harmony parts need to be more defined
by singing rhythms precisely and taking quicker and crisper catch
breaths.
Next Monday: Final rehearsal for the September 19, 2015, show in
The Villages. Primary focus will be on show material for September
19. Keep reviewing and practicing our set: “Eyes Medley,” “Anybody
Here From My Hometown,”“Believe,”“Smile,” and “Slow Boat to China.”
Also, keep reviewing “Tonight, Tonight,”“When You Believe,” and “God
Bless the USA” to be performed by the Combined Chorus with Atlanta
Vocal Project.
~

Upcoming
Birthdays
Lou Richardson  .  .  .  .  . September 15
Andrew Schrader  .  .  .  . September 15
Ty Conley  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . September 22
Dave Medvidofsky  .  .  .  .  .  . October 5
Terry Garvin . . . . . . . . . . October 9
Joseph Hopkin .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .October 9
Robert Reeves  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . October 12

The Tampa HERALD

In Memory of
BeBe
February 15, 1934 February 9, 2015

A big fan and
supporter
of the Heralds
Obituary
Edna Lou Nastasy (BeBe) 80, of Tampa
Florida, was called home to heaven Monday,
February 9, 2015. She was born February 15,
1934 In Sharon, PA. BeBe graduated Sharon
General Hospital School of Nursing, the
University of Maryland with a Bachelor’s
degree in nursing, and the University of
Florida with a Master’s degree in nursing.
She began her nursing career serving in
the United States Air Force stationed in
Tachikawa, Japan. While there she climbed
to the top of Mt. Fuji. She worked as a critical
care nurse at the National Institute of Health
Heart in Gainesville, FL, and subsequently
as a clinical nurse specialist at JA Haley VA
Hospital in Tampa, FL, retiring after 28 years.
BeBe also volunteered as a Red Cross water
safety instructor for 25 years. As a member
of Village Presbyterian Church, BeBe sang
in the choir and was ordained as an Elder
and Deacon of the church. She enjoyed
travel, photography, music, swimming and
gardening. Growing roses was her specialty.
She is survived by her sister Eleanor Myers,
five nieces and nephews, 10 great-nieces
and nephews and 12 great-great nieces and
nephews. BeBe was predeceased by her
parents Joseph and Erna Nastasy, sisters Nina
Ruth Nastasy and Thelma Williams, and
brother David Nastasy.
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Barbershopper
of the Month

July
2015

Mike Sobolewski
Pittsburgh Liaison

The Tampa HERALD
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CHAPTER QUARTETS
(shown alphabetically)

Back Street 4

Tony De Rosa
Joseph De Rosa
Aaron Stratton
Brock Stratton
Contact: Tony De Rosa
advocals@me.com

The Flexible Four

Chuck Steiner, Dan McFarlane, Ralph
Brown and Steve Matheson
Contact: Steve Matheson
(813) 963-3517 (H)
(813) 254-9115 (W)
http://flexiblefour.com

Equinox

Pat Bauer– Baritone
Ralph Brown – Tenor
Frank Bovino – Lead
Ed McKenzie – Bass

KickStart Quartet
Nicholas Folkes - Tenor
Christian Espinoza - Lead
Chris Kline - Baritone
Jonathan Meadows - Bass

Seasoned Citizens
Dan Proctor – Bass
Jeff Packer – Baritone
Jerry Anton – Tenor
Chris Hurst – Lead (Daytona Beach)

Main Street

Mike McGee
Myron Whittlesey
Tony De Rosa
Roger Ross
Contact:
http://www.mainstreetqt.com/

SongDaddy

Russ Powell – Tenor
Steve Cragg – Lead
Chris Barthauer – Bass
Marty Port – Baritone
Contact: http://songdaddy.weebly.com

To have your Chapter quartet and photo appear here, send your information to Roxanne Clapp, rox@rox-c.com
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Many thanks to all
our advertisers in the
Encore ‘15 Programs!
click to see them all

The Heralds of Harmony
is a non-profit 501 (c) (3) corporation
and receives regular public funding through grants
from The Florida Division of Cultural Affairs,
The Arts Council of Hillsborough County, and
Walmart; as well as employee matching programs
at Verizon and Honeywell.

BOARD MEETINGS
The next Board Meeting will be held
October 8, 2015, at 7 p.m.
The previous Board Meeting was held
September 10, 2015, at 7 p.m.
Board Meeting Highlights
None reported.
______________
Minutes to Board Meetings are available to
all members on the ‘Members Section’
of the website.

Deadline for the next
Herald is October 10.

Submit your photos, stories, and
chorus updates to the Editor,
Roxanne Clapp, at Rox@rox-c.com

Thank you to those that contributed to
this edition of The Herald.

Board meetings are typically held online and
open to all members. If you are interested in
attending, you can obtain the link and sign-in
information from Dave Roberts:
daver1103@aol.com

Editors note: Content and photographs in this
newsletter were provided by the Editor unless
otherwise noted.
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FRIENDS OF THE HERALDS

“Friends of the Heralds” (FOH) is a fund-raising
program that is an important part of the
Heralds yearly operating budget. Our mission
is to preserve and further develop a cappella
singing through musical excellence. FOH
was established to help sustain Heralds of
Harmony financial needs as we increase the
number of singers on the risers and continue
to improve our musical performance. We are
a non-profit organization supported by our
performance ticket sales, dues and grants.
Under the direction of Tony De Rosa, we
will continue to offer the best musical and
entertainment experience for our audience.
This year we placed in the top ten worldwide
at the International Chorus Competition
of the Barbershop Harmony Society. The
Heralds are poised to continue this significant
growth and progression.
FOH allows members, Alumni, as well as
our friends, family, and barbershop fans, to
assist us on our musical journey and support
our financial needs. Your tax-deductible
contribution is very much appreciated and
will help us in this endeavor.
If you wish to write a check, please send to:
Heralds of Harmony; Treasurer - Allen Kelly;
P. O. Box 274076; Tampa, Florida 33688-4076
or click ‘Donate’ here:

Thank you to our “Friends of the Heralds” who
have supported us, and we hope you will do
so once again.
Marty Port
Chairman, Friends of the Heralds
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PRESIDENTIAL
$1,000 and up

Charlie and Cindy Barbarisi
Larry and Roxanne Clapp
Tony and Jodi De Rosa
Terry Garvin
Dick & Susan Murbach
Marty and Barbara Port

Dave and Dianne Roberts
John and Kimberly Santamaria
Theresa Schweiger
Steve and Irene Stenzler
Paul and Jenny Stiles

PLATINUM
$500 to $999
Alexander and Tatiana Boltenko
Steve and Sheri Matheson
Ralph and Chris Brown
Russ and Beverly Powell
Terry and Emily Garvin
Mark and Karen Tuttle
GOLD
$250 to $499
Matt Crisostomo
Stephen Janes
and Shannon Czwalga
Al and Julie Kelly
Greg and Donna Garvin Bob and Jane Lang
Bill and Carolyn Glasgow
Ed McKenzie
Sandra Roth

Ray and Pam Scalise
Lee and Bonnie Sobania
Jerry and Linda Tobin
Tom and Judy Williams

SILVER
Pat Bauer
Nick and Irene Nicosia
$100 to $249
Wayne and Celeste Brozovich
Joe Kane
Barbara & Ken Ongemach
Richard & Victoria Casanzio
Don and Dana Long
Bob and Shauvon Powell
Dan and Marcia Deignan Joe and Kaye McCarthy
Bob and Amy Slaney
David and Marlene Cross
Art McNeil
Bill and Joan Wunderlin
William Fowler
Richard and Susan Murbach Lou and Carol Wurmnest

Michael Burt
Myra Dickens
Marty Jahnel
and Mary Fleming
Rob Hargen
Bryan Hevel
Lynn Hineman
Brian & Lancya Hutchison

BRONZE
up to $99
David Larson
Louis Markee
Flora McClain
Edna Nastasy
Charles and Linda Nelson
Margaret Newton
Samuel Port
Dan Proctor

John Proeschel
Chris and Amy Rodgers
Dick and Liz Sipple
Lynn Smith
Keith and Rhonda Starks
Chuck Steiner
Bill Weatherford
Brian and Diane Wunderlin

The Tampa HERALD

Tampa Chapter 2015 Officers
and Board of Directors
PRESIDENT
Dave Roberts
daver1103@aol.com
IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT
Larry Clapp
Larry@theclapp.org
TREASURER
Al Kelly
AKelly05@verizon.net
SECRETARY
Brian Wunderlin
wunder@tampabay.rr.com
VICE PRESIDENT - MUSIC & PERFORMANCE
Chuck Steiner, III
AL13champs@aol.com
VICE PRESIDENT - EVENTS
Dick Sipple
wsipple372@aol.com
VICE PRESIDENT - CHAPTER DEVELOPMENT
Steve Cragg
donutcop@gmail.com
VICE PRESIDENT - MARKETING & PR
Steve Matheson
smatheson@bkwmc.com
VICE PRESIDENT - FINANCIAL DEVELOPMENT
Paul Stiles
paulstiles@verizon.net
VICE PRESIDENT - PERFORMANCE MARKETING
John Pennington
jppennington@comcast.net
BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE (‘17)
Danny Wunderlin
dwunderlin88@gmail.com
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It’s GREAT
to be
a Herald!
SECTION LEADERS & GO-TO GUYS

Tenor Section Leaders
Lead Section Leaders

Baritone Section Leaders
Bass Section Leaders
Visual Team Leader:
Visual Team Assistants:

Russ Powell
russ5000@hotmail.com
Matt Crisostomo musicbringslife2013@outlook.com
Andy Schrader
andrew@schradermusic.com
Christian Espinoza christian.espinoza84@gmail.com
Admin Contact Steve Cragg: donutcop@gmail.com
Charlie Nelson
ccnandlfn@gmail.com
Chris Kline
cmkmusicislife@aol.com
David Mills
proclamation56@gmail.com
Ed McKenzie
serendipity91@gmail.com
Ralph Brown
rbbrown@tampabay.rr.com
Danny Wunderlin, Larry Clapp, Dan Deignan, Dave Cross

Need HoH information or assistance re:
Rehearsal Videos:
Brian Wunderlin wunder@tampabay.rr.com
727-459-8245
Music Librarian & FINALE Music Software:
Ed McKenzie
serendipity91@gmail.com
727-505-2095
Uniform Coordinator:
Matt Crisostomo musicbringslife2013@outlook.com 727-259-3058
Website Content:
Dave Roberts
daver1103@aol.com
813-546-8953
Inter-Chorus Liaison
Charlie Nelson
ccnandlfn@gmail.com
813-205-3416
E-Newsletter Editor:
Roxanne Clapp
rox@rox-c.com
813-994-4380
		
P. O. Box 274076; Tampa, Florida 33688-4076

HELPFUL LINKS...
Heralds of Harmony (HoH) • www.heraldsofharmony.org
Heralds of Harmony on Facebook • Heralds of Harmony

BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE (‘16)
Ed McKenzie
serendipity91@gmail.com

Heralds of Harmony on Twitter • @TampaHoH

BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE (‘15)
Ralph Brown
rbbrown@tampabay.rr.com

Barbershop Harmony Society (BHS) or (SPEBSQSA) • www.barbershop.org

MUSIC DIRECTOR
Tony De Rosa
advocals@me.com
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
Drew Kirkman • Jaketenor@yahoo.com

Sunshine District (& Sunburst) • www.sunshinedistrict.org
HarmonetLite • http://groups.yahoo.com/group/HarmonetLite
The original Harmonet • http://groups.yahoo.com/group/bbshop
Finale Reader Software • www.finalemusic.com/reader/
The Heralds of Harmony Chorus is committed to making its programs and
performances accessible to everyone. If you have any questions about
participation and access, please contact Paul Stiles at 813-624-2600.

To SUBSCRIBE or UNSUBSCRIBE
to the Heralds of Harmony email list, send your email request to:
larry@theclapp.org

© Heralds of Harmony. Information and artwork in this
bulletin can not be reproduced
without the written permission of the Heralds of Harmony.

